


Hello, I’m Joep
I’m a Pathfinder at







How not to disappoint an impostor… 





Other people feel like this, too. And apparently, 
it doesn’t go away with more success.
Mike Cannon-Brookes , Atlassian



Do you tend to chalk your accomplishments up luck or timing?



Do you hate making a mistake, being less than fully prepared or not doing things perfectly?



Do y
ou

 fe
ar

 fe
ed

ba
ck

?

Are you crushed by even constructive criticism?



Do you live in fear of 
being found out, 
discovered or fired? 





The incorrect assessment of ones’ abilities compared to peers
the inability to internalize accomplishments

the notion that others are more accomplished than you. 

Your internal measuring stick is broken.



Pluralistic
Ignorance

Doubting yourself privately, believing 
you are alone in thinking that way 

because no-one voices their doubts



Yeah, well, you know, 
that's just, like, 
your opinion, man.





(Can’t see the struggle)



The 

‘YOU ARE CRAP’

filter





Nothing Compares 2 U





Write compliments and 
accomplishments down.
Look at the list regularly

Brag about one or two occasionally

Learn how to receive compliments







Learn how others make their sausage
And let others learn from you

Pair Programming
Pair Review (not peer)
Celebrate your failure
Speak publicly



Trust.
You are not alone.

Talk about it.

Talking about your Impostor Syndrome
ü Makes yourself at ease and validates your ruler
ü Helps remove the doubt.
ü Helps others with Impostor Syndrome

Also
ü Do public speaking. No matter how big or small
ü Don’t hide behind the curtains at social events
ü Have an opinion, participate in conversation
ü Talk about your work, passion, interest
ü Ask questions and advice









Thank you

Compliments appreciated

TED Talks:
• Imposter Syndrome

Mike Cannon-Brookes
• Inside the Mind of 

a Master Procrastinator
Tim Urban
• The power of 

vulnerability Brené Brown


